The Centaurs are a transitional population of minor bodies of the solar system and the evolutionary link between the trans-Neptunian objects and the short period comets. The surface properties of these objects are very peculiar, because currently available data suggest that their visual surface colors divide the population into two distinctive groups, those with reddish slopes of the visual reflection spectra and those with neutral spectra. Moreover, some of them are known to posses comas produced by cometary activity. We aim to investigate possible links between the orbital dynamical history and the surface physical properties of the bodies of this population. By means of numerical integrations of the equations of motion we calculated the orbital evolution of three groups of Centaurs: the Red group, the Gray group and the Active group. We looked for statistical differences in the timescales spent by the objects of each group below particular distances associated with the location where amorphous ice changes to crystaline form. We find remarkable differences when we compare the fraction of objects that penetrate below these typical heliocentric distances for each group.
Methods and Results
Our experiments were set up in the following way: from the set of Centaur objects with known surface color indexes (Hainaut & Desanti 2002) we divided the sampe into two groups, the so-called Red group , and Gray group. The color indexes of these two groups satisfy the following criteria: (B−V ) R < 1.0 and (B−V ) G > 1.0. A number of 100 clones were generated for each object. We computed the fraction, f , of objects of each group with perihelia that reach values below certain critical distances, R C1 = 5AU , R C2 = 9.5AU and R C3 = 19AU , as a function of time. The fraction f is computed with respect to the total number of clones in each group that remain in the integration. The values of f for each group -including the Active group-, corresponding to integrations in the past are shown in Figure 1 . A number of additional experiments with correspondiong results are presented in Melita and Licandro 2011.
Discussion
Our results suggest that the observed bimodality in the distribution of surface colors of the Centaurs is likely caused by the different thermal processing suffered on the surface of bodies of the Red and Gray groups. Centaurs of the Gray group likely had experienced cometary activity driven by the release of volatiles in the past, and as a result of it, their surfaces are covered by a cometarylike dust mantle (Rickman et al. 1990 ) and thus have a surface-color distribution similar to that of Active Centaurs, comets and cometary nucleii.
